Monday

Welcome back! We hope that your holidays were amazing, and wish you rested and enjoyed yourselves! Now it’s time to go back to work with plenty of energy. Remember to bring your material back between today and tomorrow. For homework, you have to write an essay of 100 words describing your Christmas Holiday. Include what you did, how you felt, and what you liked most about your vacation! We want to know everything about it! Be careful with verb tenses and punctuation. Put in practice everything we’ve been learning in class about writing. Please write your essay in your Journal!😊

TUESDAY

Spelling: In your journal, please illustrate 10 words from lesson 17. Your choice of words!

WEDNESDAY

Vocabulary: Write a 120 to 150 word summary of “Bear Heart and the Buffalo” in a piece of paper. You may illustrate it if you wish to.
Please check that you’ve completed the books assigned before vacations. Tomorrow your teacher will check them online!

- Reduce, Reuse, And Recycle.
- Rockets to Space
- Jackie Robinson
- The Trial of Jack Bean
- Bear Heart and the Buffalo
- The Amazing Galapagos Islands

✓ Reading: For Monday, create a brochure inviting people to visit “The Galapagos Islands”, be sure to include information from the reading.

FRIDAY

Keep bringing your material back to school! Books, notebooks, anything you think it is necessary for you to work properly!